“Week of the Wave”

This month Club Live students are promoting “See and Be Seen”. Pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers of motor vehicles should be constantly scanning with their eyes and ears to be aware of what is going on around them. This is very important in school traffic zones because there is so much congestion during drop-off and pick-up times.

To promote See and Be Seen, Club Live students will be implementing “Week of the Wave” Please Stop-Look and Wave to ensure pedestrians and bicyclists have made eye contact with drivers before crossing the street.

During the week of April 16-20, 2018, to promote Week of the Wave, students wearing bright colors or holding neon colored posters will be at the crosswalks. Students will lead and demonstrate Stop-Look and Wave. They ask for parents to follow their lead to Stop-Look and Wave to students so pedestrians and bike riders know they have been seen.

As role models we are asking for your commitment to not use cell phones in school zones and acknowledge students with a wave.

Remember! Stop-Look and Wave to help promote the safety of our students at school and in the community.